TS080, Volume 1.3ft3

TS080L, Volume 2.75ft3

- Integrated RAIN RFID technology
- Long-life, Li-Ion Smart Battery
- Cellular connectivity for transmitting data
- Provides approximate location within 1000’ through
Location Based Services
- Rugged case in two sizes with press and pull latches
to prevent accidental opening of the case

Some of the key features are as follows:

- Provides end-to-end supply chain visibility
- Track field-inventory in real-time
- Minimize product loss or waste
- Monitor temperature of items in the case
- Real-time power, product capture notifications

Some of the key highlights are as follows:

The RFID Mobile Case has been designed to help track
valuable assets when they are distributed out to field
locations.

Features

The Mobile Case is enabled with cellular communication that allows the device to communicate to Terso's
Jetstream application.

Once charged, the Mobile Case is ready to use. Simply
open the lid, remove any RFID-tagged product, and
close the lid.

PN720416

tersosolutions.com/rfidmobilecase

https://www.tersosolutions.com/support

Email us
US: support@tersosolutions.com
EU: supporteu@tersosolutions.com
AP: supportap@tersosolutions.com

Call us
US +1.888.376.0257
EU +49.6227.6906.800

Hours
US and EU: M-F, 8AM-5PM CT

Talk to one of our expert support staff available via phone
or email.

We’re here to help.

Remove any accessories from inside the case. This
could include a battery, power supply, and power cord.

Prior to using your RFID Mobile Case for the first time,
make sure to fully charge the battery. There are two
methods available for changing: in-case and desktop.
Charging instructions included in this pamphlet.

Having trouble?

Getting Started

Travel, track & simplify.

RFID MOBILE CASE

Fully close case

Add or remove content

Mobile case data (contents and location) recorded and
transmitted to Jetstream via cellular communication. All
data is visible and traceable 24/7.

Location

Inventory scanned every time Location (latitude, longitude,
the lid is closed and nightly at and range), device temperature,
and contents sent to Jetstream
predetermined time

Lift latch

Press center of latch

Case operation

How it works

LED display located on
case front near handle

LED Operation

Open compartment and
remove battery

Unable to transmit or
connect to cellular

Critically low,
operation suspended

Low,
needs charging

Good to scan

Plug battery into desktop
charging accessory

Locate battery compartment

Strong connection,
ready for use

Open case and remove foam

Desktop charging

Charge by plugging cord into in-case battery, on back of case

In-case charging

Battery lasts up to 8 weeks based on 2 scans/day

Case Charging

Place product on top of foam

Tag Reading Tips

Products placed per Terso’s
RFID tags testing report
Tags touching one another
Tags touching inside edge
of case
Tag wrinkled or bent
Tag placed on metal or foil

For best results,

Terso will collaborate with you
to recommend a successful
tagging strategy.

Outline and pluck out desired Repeat for all products
section

Gather Pick-n-pluck foam

The RFID Mobile case comes pre-configured to specific
products based on previous testing and customer
collaboration. If foam adjustments are needed follow
the process below:

Pick-n-pluck foam

Product Organization

